Milverton Tractor Pull Rules 2022
1. All drivers must be 16 years of age or older. Minors (16-18) must have a guardian's
signature to pull.

2. Helmets MUST be worn by ALL PULLERS, NO EXCEPTIONS. Failure to wear a helmet
will result in disqualification.

3.Each Tractor can compete in 2 classes ONLY. Entry fee is $10/class.
4. All classes are open to modified tractors
5. All contestants PULL AT OWN RISK and must sign a waiver prior to pulling.
6.Consumption of alcohol on track area or prior to pulling is prohibited.
7. All tractors MUST be weighed in BEFORE pulling.
8. Minimum drawbar length is 18 inches from the center of the rear axle to the point of
hook. Maximum drawbar height is 20 inches from the ground.

9. The first puller in each class has the option of pulling again if they are not satisfied
with their first pull. If they choose to pull again it is the footage of the second pull that is
recorded.

10.All tractors must be in neutral while being hooked and unhooked.
11. No helpers allowed on track or tractor during a pull. Driver must be seated during a
pull and in complete control of the tractor at all times. Tractors operated in an unsafe
manner shall be disqualified at Official’s discretion.

12. If the puller does not make it past 50 feet, they can back up and pull again to a
maximum of two times.

13. Tractors cannot leave the track outside the white marked lines or they will be
disqualified.

14. Any tractor dropping weights or parts on the track will be disqualified. Weights must
be securely fastened.

15. No Duals allowed. 4WD tractors can pull, but must be in 2WD.
16. Tractor must have fenders over the rear wheels.

17. Pull is over when forward motion has ended; all tractors must stop immediately
upon signal from the official.

18. Pullers must obey the Officials; their decision is final. Violation of rules or arguing
with Officials shall constitute a disqualification.
19. Tractors may NOT have added accessories for weights

